
1. Prepare a dictionary on the textbook taking up the keywords and give only contextual 

meanings with phonetic transcription. 

 2. Prepare a wall magazine collecting latest news of a week from English newspaper pertaining 

to social, cultural and political fields of national and international level. 

 3. Translate one story from English to Hindi (other than the prescribed in the textbook). 

 4. Solve all the practice exercises given in the textbook. 

 5. Prepare a chart by writing five words each using the following prefixes and suffixes i.e. de, 

mis, super, over, un, dis, anti, ultra/ess, hood, ful, tion, ly, ship, ism, er, sity. 

 6. Prepare summaries of two recent articles on English language published in any journal or 

newspaper. 

 7. Pick any destination you wish to visit and plan a trip accordingly. 

 8. Prepare a research project on, “Different Types of Sustainable Energies”. 

 9. Prepare a research project on potential careers you would like to pursue. 

 10. Choose a few famous artworks created by different artists using various media and describe 

each artwork and its history. 

 11. Read any book of your choice and write a review of it together with your viewpoints about it. 

 12. Prepare at least five short paragraphs of 5-6 sentences each in jumbled form and then 

rearrange them in grammatically correct order. 

 13. Detail your life history including adventurous or unforgettable events in your life. 

 14. Choose any five women writers and analyze their representation in contemporary literature. 

 15. Describe the elements of a story with relevant pictures affixed. 

 16. Write a research project on ocean animals with relevant pictures. 

 17. Form a collection of 5 poems centered around the theme of nature. 

 18. Make a chart of words in English that are from many other languages with the origins of 

these words. (Source—Flamingo) 

 19. Collect about twenty cartoons and describe how important people/events have been satirised. 

 20. Interview a person whom you admire either in school or your neighbourhood and record it in 

writing. 
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